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sugar and other Philippine products to the United States on a duty-
free basis. He did not believe, he said, that an unrestricted admission
of Filipino labour into the Continental United States was in the best
interests of either the American or the Filipino; but he added that
immigration regulation ought not to be based on racial grounds.
He favoured increased participation by the Filipinos in local govern-
ment, but not a surrender by the American Government of any of
its authority.   cNo final solution3, he declared, eof the political
relations between the United States and the Philippine Islands can
be undertaken at the present time without grave danger to both
peoples.'1   On the following day, the llth February, Mr. Hurley
gave evidence again, this time before the Senate Committee on
Territories and Insular Affairs, and on this occasion he described
the Hawes-Cutting Bill (S. 3377) as 'cowardly'.2 It aimed, he said,
at tearing down in five years what the United States had built up
in thirty. He raised the question of national defence on the part of
the Philippine Islands and pertinently remarked that 'treaties are
not as effective as we thought they were six months ago5. If the
Philippines must have independence, he preferred the King Bill
which aimed at granting immediate independence. He was opposed
to the time-limit and thought it better to impose conditions based
on economic factors. * I am trying', he said,'to build the Philippines
into a nation, and your Bill would prevent the possibility of their
ever becoming so.'3
On the 20th February the Senate Committee agreed to the 'prin-
ciple3 of a fifteen-year independence programme. A new Bill was
drawn up on similar lines, except for the time-factor, to the Bill
sponsored by Senators Hawes and Cutting,4 and on the 1st March
this new Bill was reported to the Senate. It provided for the creation
of a 'Commonwealth of the Philippines3 during the interim period.
A new constitution was to be drawn up for this period by a Filipino
Convention, and at the end of the fifteen years the Filipinos were to
vote by means of a plebiscite on the question of independence^ For
the first ten years of this period Philippine goods were to be admitted
into the United States duty-f?ee; then, for five years, duties were
to be imposed and gradually increased. Immigration, likewise, was
to be restricted on a graduated scale.
On the 4th March another Bill (H.R. 7233) was favourably reported
to the House of Representatives. It aimed at granting independence
1	The "United States DaMy, lltli February, 1932.
2	Ibid.. 12th February, 1932.	s ^ *". «*.
* Bill S. 3377, usually referred to as the Hawes-Cutting JfcU.

